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Abstract. Stochastic models for competing clonotypes of T cells by multivariate, continuous-
time, discrete state, Markov processes have recently been proposed in the literature. A stochastic
modeling framework is important because of rare events associated with small populations of some
critical cell types. Usually, computational methods for these problems employ a trajectory-based
approach, based on Monte Carlo simulation. This is partly because the complementary, probability-
density function (PDF) approaches can be expensive, but here we describe some efficient PDF ap-
proaches by directly solving the governing equations, known as the Master Equation. These com-
putations are made very efficient through an approximation of the state space by projections and
through the use of Krylov subspace methods when evolving the matrix exponential. These computa-
tional methods allow us to explore the evolution of the PDFs associated with these stochastic models,
and bimodal distributions arise. Both experimental and theoretical investigations have emphasized
the need to take into account effects due to aging. Thus time-dependent propensities naturally arise
in immunological processes. Incorporating time-dependent propensities into the framework of the
Master Equation significantly complicates the corresponding computational methods, but here we
describe an efficient approach via Magnus formulas. Although this contribution focuses on the ex-
ample of competing clonotypes, the general principles are relevant to multivariate Markov processes
and provide fundamental techniques for computational immunology.
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1. Introduction. In order to survive, an organism must constantly monitor
itself for invading entities or cells. This monitoring role is fulfilled by the immune
system, which responds to infections from a variety of pathogens, such as viruses,
bacteria, protozoa, and fungi. Immunology is a broad field, but this contribution
focuses on one important part of the immune system, namely T cells. These cells
choreograph what is known as the adaptive immune response [36, 32].
Briefly, T cells are released from the thymus after undergoing a series of pos-
itive and negative selection processes. They recognize foreign epitopes present in
an organism by scanning the organism’s own cells—which display signature peptide
fragments on special membrane proteins, collectively known as Major Histocompati-
bility Complex (MHC)—with T cell receptors (TCR) on the T cell membrane. The
T cell population can be partitioned into clonotypes with the same TCR. Differ-
ent T cell clonotypes have different receptors that are capable of recognizing peptide
fragments. The T cell population is the subject of homeostatic regulation, and a
particular clonotype population may rise or fall depending on the stimulus that it
receives. The unique peptide fragments recognized by a particular TCR are known as
the epitopes for that clonotype. There is also some overlap, in the sense that differ-
ent clonotypes are cross-reactive with other epitopes to varying extents. Clonotype
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1326 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
populations receive a stimulus to increase their population from epitopes that they
recognize, so this overlap leads to competition among clonotypes for survival stimu-
lus. When a pathogen is detected through one of these recognition events, the T cell
involved becomes activated and, through a complex series of events, can trigger an
immune response [15, 32]. The space of all possible epitopes that an organism may
potentially be challenged with is enormous, so an organism needs to maintain diver-
sity among its T cell population so that it is capable of recognizing as many different
types of pathogens as possible. Also, while scanning itself, the larger the clonotype
population, the sooner the invading pathogen is found. Thus, on the one hand, the
more diverse the clonotypes, and the larger the populations, the better; on the other
hand, there are limits to the size of the population of T cells that an organism can
maintain. In order to cover as much as possible of this epitope space with only a
limited population of T cells, an organism must minimize the overlap of different
clonotypes. As an indication of the magnitude of the numbers involved, it has been
estimated that the human repertoire has ≈ 107 distinct TCR clonotypes but that the
complexity of the space of all possible peptide-MHC 11mers is ≈ 1012 [48]. This large
discrepancy shows that the correspondence cannot be one-to-one and that there is a
need for great diversity and for some cross-reactivity in the T cell repertoire. This
motivates the competitive models of T cell clonotype homeostasis considered here, but
see Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg for more background to this problem [57].
Furthermore, both theoretical and experimental studies have recently shown the need
to incorporate time-dependent propensities into such models because, for example,
single cell measurements have shown that the time for a T cell to undergo division
changes with age [18].
2. Mathematical background. Mathematical models in immunology often
consist of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) based on rates of production and
decay of pertinent species. However, when some species are present in small numbers,
such as T cell clonotypes, a discrete and stochastic framework is more appropriate.
In particular, Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg argue that the appearance and
disappearance of clonotypes in the peripheral pool of na¨ıve T cells is an inherently
stochastic phenomena and that maintenance functional diversity depends critically
on these chance events [57, section 2]. Markov processes provide such a stochastic
framework [8] and Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg employ a continuous-time,
discrete state, multivariate Markov process to model T cell populations [57]. Allen
provides a nice survey of the different modeling approaches [1].
In our framework, a Markov process consists of L species, and the state of the
system, x = [x1, . . . , xL], records the integer population of each. Each state may
transition to M other states, x + νj , for j = 1, . . . ,M . Here the νj are a set of M
vectors that define the geometry of the Markov process. Associated with each state
is a set of M propensities, αj(x) ≥ 0, that determine the relative chance of each
transition occurring. The propensities are defined by the requirement that, given
x(t) = x, αj(x)dt is the probability of transition j, in the next infinitesimal time
interval [t, t+ dt). This contribution focuses on numerical methods for studying such
immunological models, and we now describe two complementary approaches.
2.1. Trajectory approaches. The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) is
a statistically exact algorithm for simulating strong trajectories of continuous-time,
discrete state stochastic Markov processes [14, 21]. Algorithm 1 summarizes the SSA.
The inputs to the algorithm are tf , the amount of time for which the simulation
should run; x0, the initial state of the process; and ν, L, and M as defined above.
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T CELL HOMEOSTASIS VIA THE MASTER EQUATION 1327
Algorithm 1. SSA (tf ,x0, c,ν, L,M).
x ← x0
t ← 0
while t < tf do
α ← propensities(x, c)
if (α == 0)
t ← tf
break
end if
α0 ←
∑M
j=1αj
r1, r2 ∼ U [0, 1]
τ ← ( 1α0 ) log( 1r1 )
if (t+ τ > tf )
t ← tf
break
end if
t ← t+ τ
choose j such that
∑j−1
k=1αk < α0r2 ≤
∑M
k=j αk
x ← x+ νj
end while
return x
The output of the algorithm is the state of the system at time tf . The algorithm needs
a way to compute the values of the propensities of each of the M possible transitions.
In Algorithm 1 this is done by making a function call. Often these propensities are
functions of the current state, parameterized by some constants determined from the
application being modeled. We denote the vector of these parameters by c, which must
also be given as input to the algorithm. At each step, the SSA samples the waiting
time until the next change occurs from an exponential distribution, and samples from
a uniform distribution to determine which of the M possible changes occurs, based on
the relative sizes of the propensity functions. Note that in Algorithm 1, r1, r2 denote
random numbers from the uniform distribution on [0, 1], and log( 1r1 ) arises because we
employ the inverse-transform method for sampling from the exponential distribution.
If an absorbing state is reached, then α is zero and the algorithm may terminate and
simply return the absorbing state. On average, the time step, denoted by τ , is of
the order of the reciprocal of the sum of the propensity functions, which may be very
small if either some of the rate constants are large or some of the species occur in
large numbers. Efficient methods to address this have been developed, such as [13].
Since many thousands, even hundreds of thousands, of simulations may be necessary
to compute statistics about the dynamics, it may be computationally cheaper to
directly compute the probability-density function (PDF) [39, 38, 17].
2.2. PDF approaches. Associated with the Markov process is a PDF that
evolves according to the forward Kolmogorov equations, which, in this setting, are
known as the Master Equation (ME) [58]. Given an initial condition x(t0) = x0,
the probability of being in state x at time t, P (x; t), satisfies the discrete partial
differential equation (PDE)
∂P (x; t)
∂t
=
M∑
j=1
αj(x− νj)P (x− νj ; t)− P (x; t)
M∑
j=1
αj(x)
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1328 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
for all states x in a large but finite space. This ME may be written in an equivalent
matrix-vector form so that the evolution of the probability density p(t) (which is a
vector of probabilities P (x; t), indexed by the states x) is described by a system of
linear, constant coefficient ODEs
(2.1) p˙(t) = Ap(t),
where the matrix A = [aij ] is populated by the propensities and represents the in-
finitesimal generator of the Markov process, with ajj = −
∑
i=j aij [56].
Remark 2.1. It is common in the literature to work with the Q-matrix AT .
Given an initial distribution p(0), the solution at time t is
(2.2) p(t) = exp(tA)p(0),
where the exponential of a bounded operator is usually defined via a Taylor series as
exp(tA) = I +
∑∞
n=1
(tA)n
n! · The numerical solution of (2.2), for the special class of
matrices arising in immunology applications, is the focus of this work. In the context
the matrices representing birth-death processes are large and sparse. The matrix
exponential is well studied [44, 45], and numerical methods for linear ODEs [10] are
closely related. Recently, the Finite State Projection (FSP) algorithm was suggested
as a way of handling the large matrices that arise in MEs associated with chemical
kinetic processes [46].
The FSP algorithm. In the FSP algorithm the matrix in (2.2) is replaced by Ak,
where
(2.3) A =
(
Ak ∗
∗ ∗
)
,
i.e., Ak is a k×k submatrix of the true operator A. The states indexed by {1, . . . , k}
then form the finite state projection. The FSP algorithm replaces (2.2) with the
approximation
p(tf ) ≈
(
exp(tfAk)pk(0)
0
)
,
which, by [46, Theorem 2.1], is nonnegative. The subscript k denotes the truncation
just described, and we note that a similar truncation is applied to the initial distribu-
tion. Consider the column sum Γk = 1
T exp(tfAk)pk(0), where 1 = (1, . . . , 1)
T with
appropriate length. Normally the exact solution (2.2) is a probability vector with
unit column sum; however, due to the truncation, the sum Γk may be less than one
because, in the approximate system, probability is no longer conserved. However, as
k increases, Γk increases too, so that the approximation is gradually improved [46].
Additionally it is shown in [46, Theorem 2.2] that if Γk ≥ 1−  for some prespecified
tolerance  > 0, then
(2.4)
(
exp(tfAk)pk(0)
0
)
≤ p(tf ) ≤
(
exp(tfAk)pk(0)
0
)
+ 1 .
Here and in section 4.2.1 we use the inequality notation to compare vectors or matrices
componentwise. For example, p ≥ 0 means that the elements of p are nonnegative.
Remark 2.2. For simplicity we described the algorithm as if it merely increases
k, but it can be generalized so that the projection is expanded around the initial state
in a way that respects the reachability [46] of the Markov model.
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T CELL HOMEOSTASIS VIA THE MASTER EQUATION 1329
The Krylov FSP algorithm. The FSP method was recently improved to a Krylov-
based approach [11, 39, 38, 25] by adapting Sidje’s Expokit codes [52, 53]. The
Krylov FSP converts the problem of exponentiating a large sparse matrix to that of
exponentiating a small, dense matrix in the Krylov subspace. Given an initial vector
and matrix, the Krylov subspace of dimension m is
Km = Km(A,v) = span{v,Av,A2v, . . . ,Am−1v}.
The dimension m of the Krylov subspace is typically small, and m = 30 was used in
this implementation. The Krylov approximation to exp(τA)v is
βVm+1 exp(τHm+1)e1,
where β ≡ ‖v‖2, e1 is the first unit basis vector, and Vm+1 and Hm+1 are the
orthonormal basis and upper Hessenberg matrix, respectively, resulting from the well-
known Arnoldi process. The exponential in the smaller subspace is computed via the
diagonal Pade´ approximation with degree p = 6, together with scaling and squaring.
The Krylov FSP is a general purpose ME-solver. In this work we describe how to
apply it to immunological models. Also, we will demonstrate how to generalize the
algorithm to the case of time-dependent or age-dependent propensities.
Numerical experiments were performed in MATLAB 7.3.0 on a 2.66GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor running the Windows XP operating system.
3. T cell homeostasis for two competing clonotypes. We now review the
model of Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg and adopt their notation [57]. The
model consists of L T cell clonotypes, and the state of the system records the non-
negative population of each. The model is a multivariate birth-death process [8]:
the population of a particular clonotype may change by an increase or decrease of
precisely one cell at a time. Thus associated with each state is a set of M = 2L
propensities and corresponding vectors. The vectors, previously denoted νj , are all of
the form [0, . . . ,±1, 0, . . . , 0], where the ±1 occurs in the ith component to denote an
increase or decrease of the ith species. Here we consider a two-dimensional version,
so L = 2, M = 4, and x = [n, n′]. With n T cells of clonotype i and n′ T cells of
clonotype i′, the birth and death rate of cells of clonotype n are denoted λnn′ and
μnn′ , respectively. These propensities were previously denoted αj([n, n
′]). A similar
notion denotes the corresponding rates for cells of clonotype i′. Naturally, when there
are zero cells of a clonotype, the birth and death rates for that clonotype are both
zero, i.e., λ0n′ = μ0n′ = λn0 = μn0 = 0. Otherwise, for n, n
′ = 1, 2 . . . , we define the
birth and death rates to have the following functional form:
λnn′ = φnf(n, n
′, νii′ , νi/i′ , p),
λ
′
nn′ = φ
′
n
′
f(n′, n, νi′i, νi′/i, p′),
μnn′ = μn,
μ
′
nn′ = μ
′
n′,
where
(3.1) f(n, n′, x, y, p) = pe−x
∞∑
r=0
xr
r!
1
r 〈n〉+ n+ n′ + (1− p)e
−y
∞∑
r=0
yr
r!
1
r 〈n〉+ n.
Here 〈n〉 is the average clone size over the na¨ıve repertoire, νii′ is the mean niche
overlap for antigen presentation profiles (APPs) that can provide survival signals to
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1330 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
T cells of clonotype i and clonotype i′, and νi/i′ is the mean niche overlap for APPs
that provide survival signals to T cells of clonotype i but not T cells of clonotype i′.
The form of the birth rates reflects the competition between clonotypes for survival
stimulus, so that clonotypes that overlap more with other clonotypes in terms of
the set of APPs that they depend on receive less stimulus overall than clonotypes
that overlap less with other clonotypes. The summation over r arises because of
the way that the sets of APPs are partitioned. In general the rth term corresponds
to the stimulus that the clonotype receives from those APPs that it shares with r
other clonotypes. For example, the r = 0 term corresponds to the stimulus that the
clonotype receives from APPs that it shares with no other clonotypes, the r = 1 term
corresponds to the stimulus that the clonotype receives from one other clonotype,
etc. In any particular organism the number of distinct clonotypes will be finite,
albeit possibly very large, so only finitely many terms in the summation are nonzero.
This function may be approximated, for example, by truncating each of the two
summations, or by employing a Poisson approximation [57]. Notice that the model
has an absorbing state at [0, 0]. See [57] for more details.
This describes the model in its full generality, but we consider the special case
νi/i′  1, νi′/i  1.
In this case the authors of [57] observe that a good approximation to (3.1) is
(3.2) f(n, n′, x, y, p) =
p
n+ n′
+ (1− p) 1
n+ 〈n〉 y .
Parameters. We fix 〈n〉 = 10. We begin with 10 cells of each clonotype and
consider the solution at tf = 30. We choose
φ = φ′ = 60,
μ = μ
′
= 1,
νi/i′ = νi′/i = 100,
p = p′ = 0.5.(3.3)
Thus the model is symmetric.
3.1. Simulations. Figure 1 shows an SSA simulation of the model with these
parameters. One clonotype reaches extinction before t = 30, while the other clonotype
remains and fluctuates about an average of approximately 32 cells for a very long
time. At first we may think that the simulation has settled down to its stationary
distribution, but this is not the case because extinction of both species is guaranteed
in this model. Thus we instead associate the long period with n > 0 shown in Figure 1
with a quasi-stationary distribution (QSD).
Here we give a simple argument to show that the simulation in Figure 1 is indeed
eventually absorbed. Note that [57] gives a more sophisticated analysis and establishes
that absorption is guaranteed in general. After extinction of one of the clonotypes, we
are left with a one-dimensional, infinite state, birth-death process for the remaining
clonotype. There is an absorbing state at 0, and an irreducible class {1, 2, . . .}, from
which the absorbing state is accessible. Following standard notation and standard
theory for birth-death processes [8], absorption with probability one is equivalent to
divergence of the series
∞∑
i=1
μ1μ2 . . . μi
λ1λ2 . . . λi
.
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Fig. 1. A simulation of the T cell clonotype populations.
In the simulation in Figure 1, after extinction of clonotype n′, the death rate is
μn = μn, and the function in (3.2) is
p
n
+
1− p
n+ 〈n〉 νi/i′ ≈
1
n
for large n, so the birth rate λn ≈ φn(1/n) = φ for large n. With these observations
it is straightforward to show that the series diverges, for example, by the nth term
test.
Although absorption is guaranteed, we can see from Figure 1 that the time to
extinction for both species is very large (at least t = 105 in this case). The length
of time that a clonotype spends in a QSD before being absorbed is identified as an
important issue and discussed in depth in [57]. Bounds for the mean time until
absorption are given in [57, section 3]. Also, the work of N˚asell [47] is applied to this
process to find the form of the QSD [57, section 3.2.2]. Significantly, it is shown that
clones with a smaller niche overlap last longer because they face less competition for
survival stimuli. This mechanism drives the T cell repertoire towards greater diversity
and thus endows the immune system with a greater functional capacity for recognizing
a larger variety of foreign pathogens.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the PDF associated with the model, computed via
a Krylov FSP algorithm for the solution of the ME [39]. The PDF starts as a delta
distribution on the initial state, which is labeled t = 0 in the figure. However, after a
very short time, t = 1, it spreads out to resemble a Gaussian distribution. By t = 5,
it is trimodal. The middle peak then gradually disappears so that by t = 30, only two
of the original peaks remain. The remaining peaks correspond to the QSD. Each peak
corresponds to moderate levels of one T cell clonotype and extinction of the other.
The distribution is symmetric about the line n = n′, reflecting the symmetry of this
model.
4. Time-dependent propensity functions. Thus far φ has been a constant,
but Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg identify this as an issue for future research
and discuss the desire to consider it as a time-dependent parameter, because φ, which
represents the strength of the stimulation that a T cell receives from the relevant
APPs, depends on the T cell repertoire, which changes with time as some clones go
extinct and new clones are released from the thymus [57]. It is well recognized that
older individuals often have a weaker immune system, as evidenced by the greater
susceptibility of the aged to infection [32]. Very complicated processes in immuno-
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1332 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
Fig. 2. The initial delta distribution, at t = 0, on the initial state [10, 10], and the solution to
the ME at times t = 1, 5, 10, 15, 30.
biology underlie this aging effect but it may be due in part to a decline in the strength
of the birth rates. For example, there are limits to how many times that a T cell may
replicate, perhaps partly due to the shortening of the telomeres with each replica-
tion [57, 34, 22], and the level of stimulation felt by a T cell clonotype may decline
with age [51]. This motivates us to consider a variation of the original model in which
the birth rates decline with time. As Stirk and others point out, similar numbers of
T cells are found in older and younger individuals [5]. Thus we must bear in mind in
what follows that we consider a reduction in birth rates for some clonotypes but not
all. Here we consider just two clonotypes, which are only a small fraction of the total
number of clones in the full T cell repertoire.
We represent time dependence by the hill function
(4.1) φ(t) =
1
1 + ( tK )
m
,
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A B
Fig. 3. (A) The time dependence of φ(t) in (4.1). (B) A simulation of the T cell clonotype
populations, with the time-dependent propensities scaled as described near (4.1).
where K = 15 and m = 5. The function declines with time, with a steep sigmoidal
shape, as shown in Figure 3(A). We scale the propensities for the birth rates by φ(t).
For this example, we replace φ and φ′ in (3.3) with 60φ(t). Thus at t = 0 the new
birth rates are the same as the old ones and remain similar for small values of t, but
for large values of t the new birth rates are much less than the old birth rates.
4.1. Trajectory approaches for time-dependent problems. Our purpose
here is to adopt a Monte Carlo trajectory approach, in order to gain some insight
into the behavior of the problem before attempting to solve the governing equations
directly. We apply a variation of the SSA, which is described in the very nice works
of Anderson and Kurtz for time-dependent problems [2, 35]. The main subtlety here
is in choosing the time step, denoted by τ in Algorithm 1, based on the exponential
of the integral of the propensity functions.
Figure 3(B) shows a simulation of the time-dependent process. We see the popu-
lations decline sharply at t ≈ 15, corresponding to the decline in φ(t). In contrast to
the time-independent case, both populations are extinct by t = 30.
4.2. PDF approaches to a time-dependent master equation. We now
develop complementary PDF approaches to the time-dependent case. Analogous
to (2.1), the form of the time-dependent ME is
(4.2) p′(t) = A(t)p(t).
The first step towards developing appropriate computational methods is to develop a
theory for approximations that allow the error to be monitored and controlled. This
motivates the following.
4.2.1. Error bounds. The purpose of this section is to generalize the error
bounds for the constant coefficient case, given in section 2.2, to the time-dependent
case. We consider systems of ODEs given by coefficient matrices A(t) ∈ RN×N , N <
∞, and assume as usual that the coefficients are smooth enough in a neighborhood
of the initial condition to ensure existence and uniqueness of solutions. The following
extends nice results in [46], but here finiteness and boundedness, as well as time
dependence, are notable differences.
Lemma 4.1. If A is a matrix with nonnegative off-diagonals, then exp(A) ≥ 0.
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1334 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
Proof. Let A = A¯+βI, where β ≡ min{diag(A)}. Thus A¯ ≥ 0 and exp(A¯) ≥ 0.
Also, β is scalar so exp(β) > 0. The identity commutes so exp(A) = exp(A¯+ βI) =
exp(β) exp(A¯) ≥ 0.
Lemma 4.2. Let A(s) be a continuous, time-dependent matrix with nonnegative
off-diagonals such that ∃A, −∞ < A ≤ A(s) for 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Then the system
v′(s) = A(s)v(s), v(0) ≥ 0 has a solution v(s) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
Proof. Since A(s) has nonnegative off-diagonals, there exists A as in the lemma
that also has nonnegative off-diagonals. Consider w′(s) = Aw(s), w(0) = v(0) with
solution w(s) = exp(sA)w(0). By Lemma 4.1, exp(sA) ≥ 0 and thus w(s) ≥ 0.
Define e(s) = v(s) − w(s). Thus e′(s) = E(s)e(s), where E(s) = A(s) − A.
Since e(0) = 0 and E(s) ≥ 0, we deduce e(s) ≥ 0. Hence v(s) ≥ w(s) ≥ 0.
Lemma 4.3. Let A(s) be an N×N matrix satisfying the criterion of Lemma 4.2,
and consider a nested pair of truncated systems for k1 < k2 ≤ N
v′(s) = Ak2(s)v(s), v(0) ≥ 0,
w′(s) = Ak1(s)w(s),
with w(0) = vk1(0). Then v(s) ≥ w(s) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ s ≤ t.
Proof. Define e(s) similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.2, but notice that this time
e(0) ≥ 0 and E(s) = Ak2(s) −Ak1 (s) may have negative diagonals. However, E(s)
satisfies the criteria of Lemma 4.2, so we deduce that e(s) ≥ 0 and the result follows
immediately.
Remark 4.1. Mathematically, it is convenient to define vk to be an N -vector,
which is zero outside of the first k components, and similarly to define Ak to be an
N ×N matrix that is padded with zeros outside of the k× k principal submatrix. Of
course, computationally, it is convenient to work with only the nonzero k-truncation.
Having established the lemmas, we now apply them to the special case of Markov
processes to obtain the desired error bounds for our time-dependent problem.
Theorem 4.4. LetA(s) be an N×N matrix satisfying the criterion of Lemma 4.2
and defining a continuous-time discrete state Markov process as in (2.1), as p′(s) =
A(s)p(s), with initial probability distribution p(0). Let k ≤ N and Ak(s) be the
approximation obtained by truncation to the first k states, with p′k(s) = Ak(s)pk(s),
and let pk(0) agree with the first k states of p(0) and be zero otherwise. Then the
following hold in a componentwise sense:
• 0 ≤ pk(t) ≤ p(t) and
∑
pk(t) ≤ 1.
• Given  > 0, ∑pk(t) ≥ 1−  implies ‖p(t)− pk(t)‖1 ≤ .
• k1 ≤ k2 implies pk1(t) ≤ pk2(t) and pk(t) ↑ p(t) as k ↑ N .
Proof. Nonnegativity of the approximation holds by applying Lemma 4.2 with
Ak. The approximation is a lower bound by applying Lemma 4.3, with k2 = N .
Conservation of probability states that ∀t,∑p(t) = 1. Together with the previous
properties, this establishes the final aspect of the first and second points. The increas-
ing property of the approximation in the third point is a special case of Lemma 4.3,
and convergence is guaranteed because N < ∞.
In other words, the truncation is a lower bound on the true solution and, when
Γk > 1 −  of the probability is conserved, the approximation is within  of the true
solution in a componentwise sense. Furthermore, the approximation is increasing and
converges to the true solution.
Remark 4.2. The results of the theorem apply to a time-dependent ME for
immunology as studied in this paper, but also to biochemical kinetics and to many
other applications with an ME where there is a conservation law.
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4.2.2. Numerical scheme. Thus far we have developed a theory for the accu-
racy of approximating the full system in (4.2) by a truncated version and for system-
atically controlling and increasing this accuracy. However, we still need to develop a
practical way to compute solutions of the truncated subsystem. In analogy with the
constant-coefficient case, we would like to find a solution to (4.2) of the form
p(t) = exp
(
σ(t)
)
p(0).
If, ∀t, t′, A(t) commutes with A(t′), we have
(4.3) σ(t) =
∫ t
0
A(s)ds.
In the constant-coefficient case, the integral is σ(t) = tA, thus recovering (2.2) as an
important special case. Magnus [42] derived a formula for the general case, and there
are now various expressions for this so-called Magnus expansion. For our purposes
the following form is a good choice:
σ(t) =
∫ t
0
A(s1)ds1 − 1
2
∫ t
0
∫ s1
0
[A(s2),A(s1)]ds2ds1
+
1
4
∫ t
0
∫ s1
0
∫ s2
0
[
[A(s3),A(s2)],A(s1)
]
ds3ds2ds1
+
1
12
∫ t
0
∫ s1
0
∫ s2
0
[
A(s3), [A(s2),A(s1)]
]
ds3ds2ds1 + · · · .(4.4)
Here the commutator is defined as
[A,B] = AB −BA.
This infinite series continues with higher order terms containing progressively higher
order commutators and higher order multiple integrals. Burrage has discussed the
Magnus formula in the context of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) [12]. It has
been widely used for theoretical purposes, but for numerical purposes it is awkward to
evaluate in this form. For example, one may consider the approximation obtained by
truncating the series after suitably many terms. However, it is expensive to evaluate
the many multiple integrals and higher commutators, and it is not trivial to decide
where to truncate the series, or which terms should be selected to obtain the highest
order approximation for the least computational effort. Fortunately, in a series of
papers on numerical methods based on the Magnus formula, Iserles, Nørsett, and
Rasmussen [29, 30] showed that the scheme
A1 = A
(
ti +
(
1
2
−
√
3
6
)
h
)
, A2 = A
(
ti +
(
1
2
+
√
3
6
)
h
)
,
σi+1 =
1
2
h(A1 +A2) +
√
3
12
h2[A2,A1],(4.5)
p(ti+1) = e
σi+1p(ti),(4.6)
where ti+1 = ti + h, is an order four approximation. Notice A1 and A2 are the
evaluation of the matrix at Gaussian quadrature points. This scheme is discussed
elsewhere [24, Example 7.4], and a nice review of the Magnus expansion and its
applications can be found in [6].
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1336 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
Algorithm 2. Magnus Krylov FSP(A,p(0), tf , h).
t ← 0 ;
p(t) ← p(0) ;
while t < tf do
Compute A1, A2 and σi+1 in (4.5) with ti = t ;
Compute eσi+1p(t) by Krylov FSP
p(t) ← eσi+1p(t) as in (4.6) ;
t ← t+ h ;
end while
return p(t) ;
For this work, we implement this scheme in combination with a Krylov FSP
approach, as certified by Theorem 4.4. The algorithm repeats two steps until the
desired time point is reached: first, with a step size of h, we form A1, A2, and σi+1
in (4.5); then we pass σi+1 to the Krylov FSP solver and apply the update rule (4.6).
We refer to this procedure as the Magnus Krylov FSP algorithm. It is summarized
in Algorithm 2. The algorithm requires the following inputs: the initial distribution,
p(0); the time tf , at which the solution is required; and the matrix A representing
the Markov chain. The initial distribution will often be a delta distribution on the
initial state, as in all examples in this paper.
Remark 4.3.
• By Theorem 4.4 the statements of the approximation theory for the constant
coefficient case generalize to the time-dependent case. In particular, subject
to some convergence issues highlighted in the discussion section (section 6),
the componentwise accuracy guarantee in (2.4) holds for Algorithm 2 with
exp(tfAk) replaced by exp(σk(tf )), where σk(t) is obtained from the Magnus
expansion (4.4) with Ak.
• For clarity, Algorithm 2 is described with the full matrix A, but this is not
necessary; as usual for Krylov methods, a function representing the action of
the matrix on a vector is sufficient.
• For example, only a function that returns the action of σ on a given vector,
v, is required, so we do not need to form the matrix, or the commutator
in (4.5). Instead, one possibility is to employ the following scheme. First
form the vectors,
w1 = A1v, w2 = A2v, w3 = A2w1, w4 = A1w2,
then form σv as
h
2
(
w1 +w2 +
√
3h
6
(w3 −w4)
)
.
• In many important applications, notably immunology and biochemical ki-
netics, the time dependence arises in a special way that may be harnessed to
considerably simplify the computation of commutators. An important special
case is A(t) = c(t)A for some scalar function of time, c(t). This may arise
due to some environmental factor, such as temperature, that globally effects
all propensities in the same way, for example. In this case the commutator
is zero, and the full Magnus expansion is replaced by a simple case of (4.3),
σ(t) = A
∫ t
0
c(s)ds, involving only the evaluation of a scalar integral.
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T CELL HOMEOSTASIS VIA THE MASTER EQUATION 1337
• A second important case is A(t) = Ac + φ(t)A0, which is exactly the case
that arises with two competing clonotypes. Here the matrix has been split
into two parts: φ(t)A0, which corresponds to the time-dependent birth rates;
and Ac, which corresponds to the constant death rates. In that case, the
bilinearity of the commutator gives
(4.7) [A(t2),A(t1)] = (φ(t2)− φ(t1))[A0,Ac].
Thus the commutator [A0,Ac] may be evaluated just once at the beginning of
the algorithm, and from then on the time-dependent commutator is available
cheaply. The continuous Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) formula may be
applied to considerably simplify the Magnus expansion in this case and to
(4.8) below (see [6]).
• A generalization of this case is
(4.8) A(t) = Aconstant +
MR∑
r=1
φr(t)Ar,
where MR is the number of different types of time dependence. There will
be ≈ 1/2M2R commutators to evaluate. For example, if the birth rates of
clonotype 1 have a time dependence of φ(t) while the birth rates of clonotype
2 have a time dependence of λ(t), then the splitting becomes A(t) = Ac +
φ(t)A1 + λ(t)A2 and the commutator relation is [A(t2),A(t1)] = (φ(t2) −
φ(t1))C1 + (λ(t2) − λ(t1))C2 + (λ(t2)φ(t1) − λ(t1)φ(t2))C3. Here there are
three commutators: C1 = [A1,Ac], C2 = [A2,Ac], and C3 = [A2,A1]. Note
that the larger MR is, the more sparse each of Ar will be, which may further
help to reduce the burden of computing commutators.
• In many applications, A(t) → A∞ as t → ∞, so that for sufficiently large
t the problem reduces to (2.1) with A replaced by the constant equilibrium
matrix A∞. In these situations it is desirable to combine the Magnus Krylov
FSP with the standard Krylov FSP described in the previous section: initially,
we employ the Magnus method, but after sufficiently large t is reached, we
switch to the cheaper, standard Krylov FSP. The successful application of
this combination requires a way to recognize when sufficiently large t has
been reached. For the application at hand, φ(t) → 0 for large t, so we could
employ this strategy for, say, t > 100, for example (this will be shown below
when we examine an adaptive step-size strategy below).
• At any instant the algorithm only requires a finite principal submatrix, Ak
where k  N , of the full matrix.
• This projection can be dynamic so that it tracks most of the support of the
distribution, as described in section 2.2.
4.2.3. Adaptive step-size scheme. Algorithm 2 employs a fixed step size,
but efficient methods require this to be adaptive, so we develop a simple scheme here.
Given a local tolerance tol, we employ the standard time adaptive scheme for solving
a system of ODEs
(4.9) hnew = δhold
(
tol
‖e‖
)1/p
.
We estimate the error ‖e‖ by the difference between the order two and order four
Magnus expansions; i.e., we set ‖e‖ = ‖eσ4p(t)− eσ2p(t)‖, where σ2 = 12h(A1 +A2)
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1338 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
Fig. 4. Performance of the adaptive scheme (4.9) on the test problem (4.10) with tolerance
10−6 and t = 1000.
and σ4 = σ2 +
√
3
12 h
2[A2,A1]. Employing a lower order method that is nested inside
a higher order method is a standard embedding technique and has the advantage of
computational savings: in this example the computation of σ4 benefits by having σ2
available. We advance on the order four method but estimate the error by an order
two method. Thus we must set p = 2 but this means that the step sizes are chosen
conservatively. Here 0 < δ < 1 is a safety margin that is problem-dependent but we
set δ = 0.6. For the very first step we tentatively set h0 = 1 and then estimate the
error. While the error estimate is larger than the tolerance we repeatedly halve the
step size. Of course there are more sophisticated strategies, but our approach seems
robust for immunological applications as we show below.
To demonstrate this adaptive scheme we employ the test problem from [30]:
(4.10) y′ =
(
0 1
− 1(1+t)2 0
)
with y(0) = I and solution
y(t) =
( √
1 + t(cos θ(t) −
√
3
3 sin θ(t))
√
1 + t sin θ(t)
− 2
√
3
3
√
1+t
sin θ(t)
cos θ(t)+
√
3
3 sin θ(t)√
1+t
)
,
where θ(t) =
√
3
2 log(1 + t). Figure 4 shows the performance of the scheme. The
estimated error is usually about an order of magnitude larger than the true error, so
this is a very conservative scheme and both are much better than the input tolerance.
Having the true solution available makes this a good test problem for the adaptive
scheme, and the good performance here encourages us to apply the adaptive scheme
to our much larger scale immunological problems for which analytical formulas are
not available.
4.2.4. Numerical results. The performance of Algorithm 2 with the
adaptive step-size scheme (4.9) is demonstrated on the two clonotype models with
time-dependent birth rates. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the PDF in the time-
dependent case. Initially, the distribution is similar to the time-independent case:
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T CELL HOMEOSTASIS VIA THE MASTER EQUATION 1339
Fig. 5. The solution to the ME at t = 5, 13, 17, 23, 25, 30 in the time-dependent case.
compare, for example, Figure 5 at t = 5 with Figure 2. However, at t ≈ 8 the
evolution starts to diverge, and by t = 13 the PDF is noticeably different. In par-
ticular we see the distribution gradually moving towards the origin at the snapshots
in t = 13, 17, 23, 25, and by t = 30 about 80% of the distribution is in the absorbing
state. This is in contrast to the time-independent case for which the QSD lasts for
a very long time. This attenuation of the time spent in the QSD is significant in
understanding the immunological implications of the age-dependent case. As noted
in section 3.1, diversity in the T cell repertoire is maintained because clonotypes with
a smaller niche overlap tend to last longer because they face less competition for sur-
vival stimuli. However, for clonotype populations that show an age-dependent decline
in φ as in (4.1), the QSD may not last very long even if the clonotype has a small
niche overlap. This results in an abnormal loss of diversity from the T cell repertoire.
Performance of the adaptive scheme. Figure 6(A) shows the performance of the
adaptive step-size scheme on the clonotype model. Recall from the test problem (4.10)
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1340 SHEV MACNAMARA AND KEVIN BURRAGE
that the step-size strategy is very conservative, so we expect that the approximation
here is actually even more accurate than shown. At the beginning and at the end of
the integration the step size is large, while for intermediate times the step size is small.
This behavior is explained by observing the time dependence of the birth rates, φ(t)
from (4.1), shown in Figure 3(A). This hill function is roughly constant for both very
small and very large values of t but changes sharply for intermediate values. Thus for
small t and for large t, (φ(t2)− φ(t1)) ≈ 0, where t1, t2 are the Gaussian quadrature
points in (4.5). Recall from (4.7) that [A(t2),A(t1)] = (φ(t2)−φ(t1))[A0,Ac]. Hence
the magnitude of the commutator is small at the beginning and again at the end,
allowing larger steps to be taken at these times.
When employing a time adaptive scheme such as (4.9) we would like to know that
the associated overheads of estimating the next step size are worthwhile, compared to
employing, say, a simple, fixed step-size solver. This issue is problem-dependent, but
we make two points about accuracy and efficiency. First, in a fixed step-size scheme,
it is not clear how to choose the step size in order to achieve a given level of accuracy,
whereas an adaptive scheme comes with some theory for doing this. Second, one
may be forced to choose a very small step size in a fixed step-size scheme in order
to achieve the desired level of accuracy. In the example of the two clonotype model
shown in Figure 6, the minimum and maximum step sizes differ by almost two orders
of magnitude. In order to achieve comparable accuracy to the adaptive scheme, a
fixed step-size scheme would have to use the minimum step size for the whole of the
integration. Thus for some parameters, a fixed step-size scheme may be less efficient
than an adaptive scheme.
Furthermore this issue of efficiency will become even more important when we
consider more detailed problems that arise in immunology. For example, we have
considered a very simple functional form for the time dependence of the birth rates,
but in future work we will consider periodic functions. To illustrate this, Figure 6(B)
shows the performance of the adaptive strategy with (4.1) replaced by a periodic
function, φ(t) = 0.5(1 + sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(sin(t))))))). The sine function is chosen
to illustrate the effect of oscillations and we scale it slightly to ensure that the birth
rates are nonnegative. We nest the sine functions inside each other to flatten out the
peaks and troughs, so that there are periods where the gradient is small, as well as
periods where it is steep. The step sizes change by an order of magnitude and this
change is periodic, so an adaptive scheme will be much more efficient than a fixed
step size for this problem.
Note that the scheme here is only a simple prototype that may still be refined in
future work. Blanes, Casas, and Ros [7] apply the BCH formula, which could likewise
be applied to our scheme to give more efficient estimates of the error. Also, issues of
convergence of the Magnus series are addressed in section 6.
Remark 4.4.
• In general, Algorithm 2 expands the projection at each step as necessary.
However, for the particular application in this paper we implemented a sim-
plified version of the algorithm. First, we truncate the state space to a size of
approximately 10,000. We use this same state space to form Aˆ(t) (∀t). Note
that Aˆ(t) is only an approximation to A(t) but we will abuse notation and
denote both by A(t).
• Due to the expansion around the initial state in whole numbers of steps of
reachability [39], the precise size of the state space employed by the algorithm
is 10,076. Repeating the experiments with a smaller truncation size of 5,000
gives results that are visually indistinguishable from the larger system.
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A B
Fig. 6. Performance of the adaptive scheme (4.9) on the two clonotype problems with tolerance
10−6. (A) t = 40, (B) t = 10, and φ(t) in (4.1) is replaced by a periodic function.
Fig. 7. The evolution of the error in Theorem 4.4 for the same test problem as Figure 6(A)
but with a reduced projection size of ≈ 3,500.
• Figure 7 shows the evolution of the error. The sum of the conserved probabil-
ity at each step is monitored and remains > 1− 10−5. Thus by Theorem 4.4
the computed approximation is a lower bound on the true solution, within
 = 10−5 in a componentwise sense.
• In the current implementation, at each step, A1, A2, [A2,A1], and finally σ
are formed as sparse matrices and then σ is passed to the Krylov solver, which
employs an Arnoldi process together with an adaptive time step integration
scheme. Note that the matrices and commutators are available cheaply be-
cause of the extra structure in immunological problems (as pointed out in
(4.7)). In particular, this does not involve matrix-matrix products. Fur-
thermore A1, A2 share the same sparsity pattern and are very sparse: the
density of nonzeros is ≈ 5× 10−4. The commutator is about twice as dense,
at ≈ 10−3, but this is still very sparse. So the problem is well suited to a
Krylov approach.
• The solutions are computed in two minutes. Matrices such as A1 can be
formed in less than one second.
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A three clonotype model. We consider a model with three clonotypes to demon-
strate that the same principles of our novel approach also cope with larger scale
problems. We use the initial condition [10, 10, 10] with the same parameters as in
(3.3) to preserve the symmetry. Remark 2.2 applies equally to our new algorithm.
For example, due to the structure of immunological models it will often improve effi-
ciency to include both the absorbing state, in this case [0, 0, 0], and the initial state,
in the very first projection, and then expand the projection around this by reacha-
bility of the Markov model. We implement this approach for the model with three
clonotypes and form a matrix based on a projection size of 103,081. Given the input
matrixA, it takes approximately 20 minutes to compute the solution. Note that there
are various ways to form the input matrix A, which, for Krylov approaches, may be
implemented just as a function that returns the appropriate matrix vector product.
The sum of the conserved probability is > 1− 10−5, so by Theorem 4.4 the computed
approximation is accurate to  = 10−5. In future work we may consider models with
more clonotypes in more detail but the main purpose here is just to demonstrate that
the same algorithm can comfortably handle larger scale problems: the dimension of
the matrix in this final test problem is of the order of 100,000. The authors previ-
ously demonstrated that the ME-solvers here are capable of handling even larger scale
models, such as the mitogen activated protein kinase cascade [39, 38].
5. The mean time to extinction of both clonotypes. In this section we
quantify how the survival time of a clonotype depends on the time dependence of
the birth rates. Assuming that the process begins in the QSD, the mean time until
absorption is given by 1/λC , where λC is the decay parameter associated with the
Markov chain. For many applications, after a brief initial transient the process is
approximately in the QSD, so this is a reasonable assumption. The theory of the
decay parameter and QSDs is presented in [3]. Thus we use 1/λC as an indication
of the survival time of a clonotype. For the bivariate clonotype model, we compute
the eigenvalue, λ, with smallest magnitude, of the matrix AC . Here AC is the same
as the FSP (2.3), except that the absorbing state has also been removed, and it is
now time-dependent. One way to compute λ is to use the inverse power method, or
to call the MATLAB sparse eigenvalue routine, eigs(AC , 1, 0). This is satisfactory
for our purpose here of illustrating multiple time-scales, but for other purposes more
careful numerical schemes may be required. We approximate the decay parameter by
λC ≈ −λ.
Figure 8 shows the change in the mean time to absorption, from the QSD, as
a function of time. It can be seen that the time dependence resembles that of the
time-dependent birth rates in Figure 3(A), although on a log scale. At t = 0, the
average lifetime of a clonotype is ≈ 1011 but at t = 20 the lifetime is only ≈ 102. This
shows that the simulation in Figure 1 would probably not go extinct until ≈ 1011.
Also, this shows that the reduction in the birth rates over time, by about an order
of magnitude, leads to a much larger effect on the life expectancy of a clonotype,
which decreases by several orders of magnitude. These vast differences in time-scales
highlight the multiscaled nature of computational immunology.
6. Discussion. This work focused on the implications of aging for diversity
maintenance in the immune system by incorporating a prototypical time-dependent
birth rate, but future work will consider different functional forms for φ(t). In what
follows we identify a number of key issues in refining the methods described here.
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Fig. 8. The mean time until extinction of both clonotypes in the two-dimensional model.
Bounded operators. We have assumed finite and bounded matrices. For any
real application in immunology or in biochemical kinetics, population numbers will
always be finite, albeit perhaps very large, so this is a reasonable assumption. The
existence of a crude bound on the populations of clonotypes in our immunological
application can be seen, for example, by considering the finite mass of the human
or other organism in which the clonotypes reside. Similarly, in the context of the
chemical ME, a crude bound may be obtained by considering the finite mass of the
cell or other system being modeled. Despite this, it is not uncommon to find models in
the immunology or biochemical kinetics literature that have been formulated without
explicitly identifying such a bound, such as the model we consider here, perhaps
because the precise value is unknown a priori [23, 46, 4]. However, in order to be
physiologically relevant, the behavior must be confined to some finite subset with
very high probability, as in the examples studied here and elsewhere in the literature.
The finite and bounded assumptions arise here in three main areas: (i) the def-
inition of the matrix exponential and approximation theorem in section 2.2; (ii) the
generalization of this theorem to the time-dependent case in section 4.2.1; and (iii)
the computation of the QSDs in section 5. In some cases the successively larger fi-
nite truncations described here will still provide a reasonable strategy to approximate
and study an infinite system. However, there are some technical considerations in
the infinite setting [40, 49]. For example, the well-known explosive birth process is
a simple model for which finite projections and algorithms described here will be
inadequate [41, Chapter 4]. Also, the usual definition of the matrix exponential in
terms of a Taylor series may not be appropriate. For instance, Kato [33, p. 481] dis-
cusses this issue and suggests defining the operator meaningfully via the resolvent as
limn→∞(I−An )−n. Finally, there are also nontrivial questions about the existence and
uniqueness of the QSDs that must be considered in the infinite setting [3, 50, 54, 9].
However, we emphasize that, from the computational point of view, the FSP is a
very reasonable approach because physically reasonable models arising in biological
applications should be finite and bounded.
Adaptive step sizes. The adaptive step-size scheme seems to be sufficient for
our purposes here and has given good results, but there is a significant body of theory
for adaptive schemes which may be relevant to other applications. As just a few ex-
amples, Iserles, Marthinsen, and Nørsett [28] present more sophisticated schemes and
So¨derlind [55] has extensively researched more general theories of adaptive schemes.
An important issue in choosing the step size is the domain of convergence of the
Magnus expansion (4.4). A sufficient condition for convergence is
∫ T
0 ‖A(s)‖2 ds <
π [43]. At first, this would seem to place a stringent requirement on the step size,
especially if the norm of the matrix involved is large—as is the case in our setting of
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the ME in which the matrices are often large with large norms. For example, in the
numerical results reported here, some step sizes are too large to satisfy this bound.
Of course accuracy can still be ensured by ensuring the step size is sufficiently small.
However, this would diminish the efficiency of the Magnus method, compared to, say,
a simple explicit integrator.
Note, however, though that this bound is only a sufficient condition and that there
exist nontrivial examples where it is known to be pessimistic. Moreover it is frequently
reported in the literature that, in practice, Magnus-based integrators perform very
well, even with step sizes larger than what this bound would seem to suggest possible.
There is evidence of such behavior in a range of settings, including some in which the
norm of the matrix is very large, and even in cases where the step size exceeds the
domain of convergence [27]. Thus, given the accuracy of the numerical results here,
it is not unreasonable to be optimistic that the Magnus integrator also exhibits these
nice properties in our setting of the ME. In this immunological application it happens
that ‖A(t)‖ ↓ ‖Aconst‖ with time, and it is plausible that this helps. In summary,
the prototype adaptive scheme here performs well in practice but its detailed analysis
and refinement is an issue for future research, both in our immunological setting and
more generally.
Higher dimensions. From a computational point of view, the main challenge
of the ME is its high dimensional nature, so it is interesting to compare the PDF and
trajectory approaches to this challenge. For example, we could run only a relatively
small number of simulations in the same time that it takes for the Magnus Krylov FSP
to compute the full PDF, so for some time-dependent problems the PDF approach
can be competitive with the trajectory approach. However, no attempt was made
to optimize the trajectory algorithm, which is significantly slower than its constant-
coefficient counterpart, because it involves repeatedly solving an integral equation,
so a thorough investigation of the relative efficiency of the approaches is deferred to
future work. (Note that for many special forms of the propensity functions a formula
is available but often numerical optimization will be required [2, 20].) No doubt the
outcome of such an investigation will be problem- and parameter-dependent, with the
smoothness of the solutions being one important factor, but we can still make some
general remarks.
First, it is worth bearing in mind that each approach offers its own relative
strengths and weaknesses, and thus it is worthwhile pursuing both because they may
complement each other’s development. For example, PDF approaches, such as those
described here, are accompanied by a certificate of accuracy, whereas with only a
Monte Carlo approach one would have to settle for a confidence interval. As another
example, for some applications in synthetic and systems biology, PDF approaches
may be more efficient than the SSA for the purposes of estimating statistics such as
the mean and variance or other properties of the distribution, such as rare events. In
previous work, the ME approach has been shown to often be faster than the SSA for
at least small to moderate sized problems [39].
Furthermore, while it has often been felt that only trajectory approaches such
as the SSA are feasible for the study of MEs, recently much progress has been made
and PDF approaches have now been shown to be feasible for problems of modest
dimension in various settings. Here we make further progress by bringing these ad-
vanced computational techniques into the setting of immunology. However, it must
be acknowledged that, as the dimension increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to
adopt a PDF approach, and in very high dimensions one may be forced to resort to
Monte Carlo methods, such as the SSA and its variants.
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Other approaches. We have generalized one approach to the ME to the time-
dependent setting and to immunology. However, a number of other approaches have
been shown to be extremely successful in similar settings, such as the Fokker–Planck
approximation to the ME, finite volume methods, unstructured meshes, sparse grids,
Haar wavelets, and discrete Galerkin methods [37, 26, 19, 16, 25, 31]. Thus the
potential to similarly apply these methods to immunology and to time-dependent
settings also seems very promising. Likewise, the methods here may also be applied
to the setting of the chemical ME, and we anticipate that the form of (4.8) will be
common in applications to multiscale systems biology.
7. Conclusions. We have demonstrated four novel mathematical approaches in
computational immunology. First, it has been demonstrated that Krylov methods can
be applied to models in immunology, so that PDF approaches to the governing MEs
are now feasible. Second, Magnus expansions allow the Krylov FSP to be applied
to systems with time- or age-dependent rates. Third, we have generalized the error
analysis in the literature for constant coefficients to the time-dependent case. Fourth,
we have described a prototype of an adaptive step-size strategy.
Combining these techniques, notably Magnus expansions with Krylov methods,
has allowed us to handle the large scale problems that arise in immunological set-
tings. For example, we have dealt with 100,000 × 100,000 matrices. Fine-tuning
implementation details will no doubt allow another order of magnitude to be gained.
Furthermore, it will be straightforward to apply the numerical methods developed
here to other applications in computational immunology and also to the chemical ME
for biochemical kinetics with time-dependent propensities.
We have applied the novel computational methods, to investigate one model of
aging effects on the immune system. In some cases, QSDs for the populations of a
particular clonotype—that would otherwise be sustained for extended periods—may
have their life spans significantly attenuated by a decline in the birth rates due to
aging. The interplay of the different time-scales is a subtle effect but important in
an immunological setting because it underpins maintenance of diversity and strength
in the immune system during homeostasis. This would seem to be a very important
factor in understanding the effects of aging on health. Thus it is important to have
appropriate methods to model and simulate these processes, and that are capable
of handling the multiple time-scales involved. Finally, this work concentrated on
a special case of the Stirk, Molina-Par´ıs, and van den Berg model [57] of T cell
homeostasis, but in future work it is planned to investigate the model more generally.
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